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Abstract

New technologies challenge our methods for system analysis and design. This article reports from an experimental

evaluation of a typical object-oriented modeling method that was used to design an interactive narrative system that

simulates a certain real world environment in order to train and assess the decision-making capabilities of persons

operating in that specific setting. Based on this empirical study, we emphasize strengths and weaknesses of the object-

oriented method. To complement this evaluation, the article also reports from a related empirical study of a process

where general knowledge about storytelling and filmmaking was used as the methodological basis for designing a

comparable system. From this second study, we elicit ideas for increasing the extent to which the object-oriented

modeling method can support the design of a training and assessment system. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights

reserved.
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1. Introduction

Interactive narrative system is being used to denote a

new kind of computerized system that enable users to

create their own stories and experience while using the

system [1]. In traditional narrative forms, e.g. written

novels or movies, the discourse of the storytelling is

determined in advance by the author. In interactive

narrative systems, the discourse is not completely

predefined but emerges as a result of the interaction

between the user and the system, and the user’s ability to

influence the discourse is by selecting different paths

through the narrative [2]. Design, implementation, and

use of interactive narrative systems have been reported

from such diverse areas as entertainment [1], illness

treatment [3], training of collaboration skills [4], and

assessment of competence [5].

The class of interactive narrative systems is difficult to

define and delimit both because of the diversity of

systems and the rapid technological developments that

constantly move the boundaries of what we are able to

implement. In this article, we will use the term

interactive narrative systems, or just interactive narra-

tives, to denote systems with four fundamental char-

acteristics that are inspired by [6–9]. First, they integrate

several elements based on various modalities, e.g. sound,

text, video, graphics, and animation. Second, they

integrate complex structures to control and synchronize

the individual elements. Third, they are characterized by

an intensive interaction between the user and the system.

Fourth, they are based on a narrative structure that

regulates how the use of the system can develop over

time. The first two characteristics are consistent with

simple definitions of multimedia systems. The last two

characteristics are introduced to emphasize the combi-

nation of storytelling and user activity. The four

characteristics also explain why the class of interactive

narrative systems has been described as being consider-

ably more functionally complex than traditional inter-

active systems [10].

The characteristics of interactive narratives and their

inherent complexities may also influence the develop-

ment process. It seems reasonable to expect that
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development of systems with such qualities demand

highly structured design and implementation processes.

However, this expectation is not confirmed by studies of

practice. Research shows that contemporary interactive

narrative systems are designed and created primarily by

intuition. No methodological support is applied, and

projects are characterized by very unsystematic work

practices [11,12]. It seems as if this category of system

development projects completely ignores the body of

knowledge that has been established in software

engineering and information system development. A

fundamental lesson learned through many studies and

experiments in these areas is that improvements in

analysis and design processes require systematic work

practices that involve well-founded methods [13–15].

Attempts to establish a better methodological founda-

tion are occurring, e.g. [16]. There are also a few

examples of methods for developing interactive narra-

tive systems, but they tend to focus on certain aspects of

such systems, e.g. [11,12,17]. So presently, interactive

narrative systems are usually designed in an ad-hoc

manner [6].

This article explores what the process of designing an

interactive narrative system can learn from an estab-

lished software engineering tradition. In Section 2, we

present two experiments that form the empirical

foundation of the article. This also includes a description

of the specific sub-category of interactive narrative

systems that we are dealing with. We denote this

category as training and assessment systems, because

they are used for training and assessing the decision-

making capabilities of persons who are operating in a

specific context. Section 3 describes how a contemporary

software engineering method based on the object-

oriented approach can be used to design a training

and assessment system. This description is based on an

empirical study where an object-oriented modeling

method was used to supports analysis and design of an

interactive narrative system. This experiment leads to

identification of strengths and weakness of the method

that was employed. Section 4 provides ideas for

improving the weaknesses of the object-oriented method

through analysis of a development project that produced

a successful training and assessment system. These ideas

are based on a second empirical study. Finally, Section 5

concludes the article and discusses ideas for further

research.

2. Empirical study

We have studied two interactive narrative system

design processes in order to explore the questions raised

in the introduction. Our studies of these processes were

descriptive, in vitro observation involving expert parti-

cipants, and they were conducted as qualitative case

studies, since the variable scope was not defined a priori

[18]. Below, we describe the category of interactive

narrative system we have studied.

2.1. Training and assessment systems

Training and assessment systems are interactive

narrative systems intended for training people’s skills

and assessing their knowledge within a given field of

expertise. Training and assessment systems often inte-

grate several modalities and apply full-motion video to

create real-life situations in which the user is to be

trained or assessed. The idea is to confront the user with

different situations where decisions or actions are

needed. The hardware used for these systems may be

desktop computers with ordinary input and output

devices or complex and dedicated display systems.

A simple example is a system for training prospective

automobile drivers. The objective could be to train

people in evaluating certain traffic situations and

making decisions when driving an automobile. Such a

system might involve different modalities such as video-

clips from drives, sounds from the engine and other

vehicles, speak from passengers in the car, animation of

instruments etc. The purpose of integrating these

modalities is to create a setting that gives the driver a

realistic and natural experience. This feature is some-

times referred to as immersion, meaning that the user

experience it as if he or she is immersed into the real

situation. The system is highly interactive because the

driver will constantly use different instruments in the

car, and the system will have to respond by presenting

the resulting situation.

We have conducted two experimental evaluations that

involve design of training and assessment systems. These

experiments are described below.

2.2. Experimental evaluation of an object-oriented

design method

Setting: A general object-oriented analysis and design

method, cf. [19], was applied in a study of the design

process of a training and assessment umpiring system.

We will refer to this study as the Umpire System Project.

The purpose of the experimental study was to evaluate

the relevance of a typical software method when

designing interactive narrative systems thus, the guide-

lines of the method were strictly obeyed throughout the

process, and it was documented to what extent the

method provided relevant support. The design process

was started in November 1997 and ended in February

1998.

Application domain: Match race is a special kind of

sailing where only two boats race against each other.

During a race umpires decide disputes between two

competitors immediately. This approach to racing
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significantly reduces the lengthy and straining protest

hearings that are often experienced in conventional

sailing regattas. Yet, it also imposes strong requirements

on the umpires in terms of their ability to observe and

make calls almost immediately in a developing situation

by applying a complicated set of rules. Within each

situation, only one call is correct according to those

rules. This implies that the user has to identify the

correct call among a number of different options. The

situations are designed and described to reflect typical

and relevant umpiring situations. Roles of participating

race boats and settings need to be described and defined

in order to set up and shoot the video footage. The idea

was to exploit multimedia technology to create a

situation close to real on the water judging in which

the individual umpire could be better trained and more

effectively assessed.

Participants: The team that designed and implemen-

ted the Umpire System consisted of a designer and two

programmers, all of them with a computer science

background. The designer, who is one of the authors of

this article, had several years of experience with object-

oriented analysis and design methodologies. He was also

a match-racing umpire and, thereby, was able to act as

an expert user. The two programmers had previous

experience both with the object-oriented analysis and

design methodology and various implementation tools.

Data collection: During design and implementation,

all three participants kept diaries on a daily basis. The

diaries describe the work done and the extent to which it

was supported by the analysis and design method. In

addition, all versions of the analysis and design

documents were saved. This documentation is publicly

available on the World Wide Web [20].

2.3. Experimental identification of ideas for improvement

Setting: General narrative knowledge and story-tell-

ing techniques, cf. [2,21–23], were applied in the design

of a training and assessment manager system (further

explained in Section 4). We will refer to this study as the

manager system project. The system was designed and

implemented for a management consultant company

that assists a broad group of large companies in hiring

middle-level managers. The study of this process served

to document how to approach interactive narratives

systems design from another perspective, and thereby

provide ideas for solving shortcomings of the software

design methodology. The design process in question was

considered successful in the sense that the consultant

company, after being presented with the prototype,

decided to finance the development of an operational

version of the system. The design process was started in

January 1997 and ended in December 1997.

Application domain: Assessing and selecting good

managers for open positions is a difficult task. In

addition to technical skills, one must also assess personal

qualifications regarding staff management, negotiation,

planning, scheduling etc. The usual practice is to assess

and train managers by means of various tests such as

questionnaires and case scenarios in combination with

different kinds of interviews. The purpose of this system

was to assist business consultants in the process of

assessing and selecting middle-level managers for open

positions. The basic idea was to simulate typical work

situations and compel an applicant to make decisions

and manage in these situations. For each situation, the

designers need to define relevant actions and possible

decisions that would be typical for a manager in the

company. Hence, the testing of general skills imposes

that no decision is more correct than other decisions.

Decisions will on the other hand produce a profile

reflecting personal skills of the user. At the same time,

characters and settings need to be described and defined

in order to shoot the video footage.

Participants: The team that designed and implemen-

ted the Manager System consisted of three designers

with an education in humanistic computer science; an

education where a general humanistic background is

combined with selected computer science topics. The

humanistic background includes communication, psy-

chology, narration, and media production. In addition,

one of them had previously worked in the software

industry as a multimedia developer, and the two others

had worked with traditional media production. None of

them had any prior knowledge of the application

domain of the interactive narrative system that was

designed.

Data collection: The empirical study of this design

process started with a semi-structured interview of the

three members of the design team. Two other persons,

including one of the authors of this article, conducted

the interview and it was made right before the

implementation of the prototype was finished. It was

based on a checklist with a number of overall topics

combined with an open-ended approach where the aim

was to allow the participants to use their own

vocabulary in order to enable new topics of interest to

emerge. The interview lasted approximately one and a

half-hours and it was fully transcribed into a document

of 21 pages. This document is publicly available on the

World Wide Web [24]. In addition, the design docu-

mentation was studied, and the design team answered

further questions in a couple of short, informal sessions.

2.4. Data analysis

Each design process was initially described in terms of

the phases it comprised. A phase is a limited period of

time that ends with a product [25]. The product may be a

document, a revised version of a document, a prototype

or some other outcome that can be identified. For each
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phase it was described how it was conducted and what

the product was.

In order to analyze the methodological problems that

were encountered using the object-oriented modeling

method, we developed a framework with six design

elements. These elements were defined by means of the

literature on object-oriented design and interactive

narrative systems design.

Booch defines design as the disciplined approach one

uses to invent a solution for some problem, and the

result of design as the provision of a path from

requirements to implementation [26]. Jacobson et al.

describes a model as an abstraction of a system

specifying the modeled system from a certain viewpoint

and at a certain level of abstraction [27]. One viewpoint

could be the design of the system. These general points

imply that the design of a training and assessment

system has to provide the developers with a good and

adequate basis for programming the system. At this

point in the development process, all major parts of the

system should have been analyzed and described, and it

should be clear how the content and the functionality of

the system fulfill the requirements to the system. Based

on this, we have identified the six key elements in the

design of a training and assessment system that are

illustrated in Fig. 1.

The results of this analysis are presented in the

following section. In addition, we have used the frame-

work to summarize how a successful training and

assessment system was designed. These results are

presented in Section 4.

3. Experimental evaluation of an object-oriented

design method

In the Umpire System Project, all activities were

carried out exactly as prescribed by the object-oriented

analysis and design method OOA&D, fully described in

[19] an briefly summarized in [28]. This method

combines the strengths of three widely known methods:

the object-oriented concepts from [26], the relation

between real world objects and the dynamic model

inside the computer system from [29] and the practical

guidelines for object-oriented analysis and design from

[30].

The design process in the Umpire System Project

consisted of four major phases: system definition,

problem domain analysis, model component design,

and prototype implementation. The purpose of the

system definition phase was to get a preliminary

overview of the project. This phase described three

fundamental elements. First, the problem domain,

which is the part of reality that the computerized system

is, used to administer, monitor, or control. Second, the

application domain that is the organized group of users

Design element Description 

1. Problem domain model  The system models the objects that the user 

observes or acts upon  

2. Functionality The user interacts with the system by activating 

the functions that are available 

3. User interface The overall collection of interface elements, the 

navigation between them and the layout of each 

individual element 

4. Media assets The interface elements are composed from a 

collection of smaller elements that each involve 

one modality 

5. Situation model The system presents real-life situations in 

which the user will be immersed and act 

6. Overall story The situations are parts of a larger story with a 

certain order and causality between individual 

situations  

Fig. 1. Design elements for training and assessment systems.
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that apply the computerized system to support their

work. Third, the computerized system that is a collection

of software components that maintains a dynamic

model of the problem domain in order to provide

relevant information to the users in the application

domain.

The purpose of the problem domain analysis phase

was to specify requirements to the system’s model that

represents the problem domain. In this phase, the

designer started to identify and specify the key classes

of the problem domain. He decided that the system

should contain classes that model the user of the system

and the calls (the name of a decision that is made by an

umpire) made by this user. The user of a system is

generally not part of the problem domain. But a typical

requirement to a training and assessment system is that

the user’s actions and decisions are registered. This is

necessary in order to provide data for later evaluations

of the user’s umpiring performance.

The designer also decided that the system should

integrate classes that represented various match race

situations. Here, a situation denoted a sequence of

events that eventually leads to an incident where one or

both boats protest against the other. This was a

fundamental conceptual change, because initially the

term situation was used to define a sequence of protests

and each single protest from the boats was called a

protest.

A match race is conducted on a standardized course

that is established on the water where it is marked with

floating buoys. Different match race situations occur on

different parts of the course. The designer decided to

define a class called course, which models a set of

situations related to a specific part of a match race

course. An object from the course class should aggregate

a collection of situations that usually occur in that part

of the course. The modeling activity resulted in the class

diagram illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The notation in the

diagram is consistent with UML [31]. The diagram

facilitates overview over the problem domain but it is far

from giving any concrete impression of the working of

the interactive narrative system.

The modeling of behavior for the classes caused some

problems. The behavior for the situation class was

actually quite simple since no user actions or inputs

would cause any changes or updates in the classes. On

the other hand, the designer found it difficult to

distinguish between the behavior of classes modeling

match race situations and the behavior of classes

modeling the user’s usage of the system. Furthermore,

objects of the situation class cannot be created, updated,

or deleted by the user and hence the creation and

deletion of these should not be modeled. As illustrated in

Fig. 2(b), these objects were designed to wait in a passive

state until they were actually displayed to the user in

which case they became active.

The behavior of classes was described by means of

state chart diagrams which is UML’s version of state

transition diagrams [31]. An example of such a diagram

is shown in Fig. 2(b). The state chart diagrams were

useful for describing the specific behavior of objects but

they provide no overview of the behavior of the

complete system.

The problem domain analysis phase comprised nearly

all of the analysis work that was conducted in the

project. The typical object-oriented design process

involves a comparable amount of effort spent on

analyzing the application domain. The designer also

started on that, but it quickly turned out that the use

situation with the umpire system is very simple. With a

typical computerized system, there will be a whole array

of use situations that may be carried out by different

actors. So the application domain is described by a

collection of use-cases and an overall use-case diagram

that relates different actors to the use-cases they are

carrying out. But with the umpire system, there is only

one single actor, which is the user that is working with

the system. And the work with the system is simulating a

specific and specialized task where the interaction on

use-case level is that the system displays a situation to

Fig. 2. (a) The class diagram for the umpire system. (b) The behavior of the situation class.
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the user and the user then makes a call. Thus there is

only a single use-case and that one is very simple.

Therefore, the requirements related to the application

domain were only outlined. This limited relevance of the

use-case based description might be a general character-

istic of training and assessment systems.

The model component design phase was initiated with

an analysis of the risks of the project. This analysis is an

integrated activity of the method and it is used as a

means to understand and manage the design process.

The rest of the design phase mainly focused on the

model component. There was too limited knowledge of

the development tool to make any architectural design

decisions, and the analysis results produced so far only

facilitated an overall outline of the user interface

component.

The prototype was implemented in order to explore

the extent to which a realistic use situation could be

created and to get a better understanding of the

architecture of the implementation tool as well as the

applications that are built with it. The prototype

contains one match race situation that shows the

maneuvering of two boats over a period of about

1min and ends with a protest from one of the boats.

This situation is made as a video clip, being recorded

from the position that an umpire boat would typically be

in during that situation, combined with two soundtracks

containing the voice of a fellow umpire and a wing

observer. The prototype was used to decide that it is

possible to implement the system, and that the design

creates a relevant use situation.

The main experience from this experiment is summar-

ized in Fig. 3.

4. Experimental identification of ideas for improvement

The Manager System Project was fundamentally

explorative in its approach to system development.

The purpose of the study of this project was to evaluate

alternative approaches to the design of training and

assessment systems. The key techniques employed were

founded in narrative theory including story writing and

movie making, cf. [2,23]. We denote this as general

narrative knowledge since it combines basic ideas and

techniques found in structuralism theory [21,22]. Struc-

turalism theory distinguishes between the story of the

narrative and the discourse of the narrative. The story

defines the events and existents, e.g. actions and

characters. In the project, the story would include

descriptions of individual scenes, characters acting in

these scenes, the appearance and characteristics of the

Design element Strengths and weaknesses 

1. Problem domain model 

 

Good support of design of the model. Strong 

support for structuring and classification of the 

software components.  

2. Functionality Limited support as the application domain 

analysis gave only limited understanding of the 

system in use and few ideas to functions. 

3. User interface Systematic support for designing the user 

interface. 

4. Media assets No means for design or production of assets. In 

addition, it was difficult to determine the 

component of the system they should be placed in.

 5. Situation model Problems in identifying and describing 

situations. Too simple descriptions of situations 

because no user action will update or delete 

information related to situations. 

6. Overall story No means for design and production of the 

overall story in the system.  

Fig. 3. Results of the experimental evaluation of an object-oriented method.
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setting for the scenes etc. The discourse defines the

means by which the story is communicated. In the

project, the discourse exemplifies the different paths

through the narration and the causality between the

scenes of the story.

The project incorporated three major phases: proto-

typing, story creation, and implementation. The proto-

typing phase had two distinct purposes. First, it enabled

the designers to evaluate the usability of the implemen-

tation platform. Second, it gave the customers of the

project ‘‘proof-of-concept’’. In addition, it gave the

developers a basic idea of how to approach an assign-

ment of this character. The prototype was developed

within a week by means of an author tool, and it can be

characterized as an experimental prototype, cf. [32]; it

incorporated basic functionality and depicted work

situations by means of photos. The prototype was

demonstrated to the consultancy company managers

who accepted and decided to support the idea of using a

training and assessment system in their business. After

the demonstration, the prototype was discarded.

The story creation phase produced the interactive

story with which the prospective users of the system

would be confronted. Two activities were dominant

within this phase: scene descriptions and act descrip-

tions. Conceptually a story is made up of a number of

acts that each consists of a number of scenes. At the

micro level, the designers described scenes by means of

textual descriptions, on average two pages, including

descriptions of cast members, their roles and lines, the

setting, the duration of the scene etc. These descriptions

would form the basis for later directing and shooting of

video footage. In Fig. 4, an abstract illustration of the

produced documents is illustrated. At the top right

corner of the figure two screenshots illustrate a situation

where the employees of a department are having a

meeting. The video footage of these scenes was produced

upon the scene descriptions. In this situation, the scene

descriptions would include information on the cast, six

employees (two women and four men), how they are

dressed etc., the setting, they are sitting in an office

around a table etc. All things necessary would be

described in the scenes. At the macro level, a script was

created to describe the flow of the acts that tied the

individual scenes together. The acts were visualized by

the use of simple state transition diagrams depicting the

flow of the interactive story in terms of sequence and

selection. Each state represented a situation in which

users were to make a decision. Through an iterative

process, the acts and scenes were joined into a coherent

interactive story. The scene descriptions were the main

foundation of the film shooting that produced the movie

parts, whereas the act descriptions were the foundation

of the media integration phase, where the system was

eventually built. In Fig. 4, this is illustrated by textual

descriptions of scenes, their implementation as video

sequences, and the overall structure between these video

clips and user decisions. The dark boxes and arrows

represent a path followed by one user of the system

(from scene A, the user has chosen a selection leading to

scene B2 and so forth).

The tool enhancement phase involved the construc-

tion of an enhanced implementation platform. The

purpose of this phase was to enable designers to modify

the implementation of the story within the tool; there

was a lot of generality in story creation with respect to

integrate media elements and in the specification of how

and when users could interact. A market survey did not

reveal appropriate tools for this, and it was decided that

the project should design its own dedicated author tool.

The tool was then used in the final media integration

phase to build the interactive stories within the system.

Fig. 4. The story creation documents for the Manager System Project.
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As a drawback, since the technical system was not

documented the design team was very dependent on

individual programming skills. One of the programmers

did most of the programming and the designers were

aware of the potential risks associated with this fact. In

addition, they had technical problems with the stability

of the system where they every now and then experi-

enced system breakdown. They were not immediately

able to identify and locate the problem.

Summarized, it can be concluded that the application

of general narrative knowledge for the design of a

training and assessment system had the characteristics

listed in Fig. 5.

5. Conclusion

System design processes should rest on a solid

methodological foundation. This, however, seems to

contradict the creative but unstructured and casual

atmosphere that characterizes the work practices of

many contemporary efforts in interactive narrative

systems design. The literature does include proposals

for methods, cf. [11,12,33–35], but they are notable

exceptions to the contemporary focus on the capabilities

of multimedia and the related technical challenges.

This article reports from an empirical study of an

experiment where a typical object-oriented modeling

method was used to design an interactive narrative

system for training and assessing the decision-making

capabilities of persons operating in a specific envi-

ronment. The method facilitated a clear description of

the problem domain, the application domain, and the

purpose of the computer system. It also supported

the designer in producing a coherent and understand-

able description of the problem domain classes and their

structural relationships. A number of weaknesses of the

object-oriented method were also identified. It was

difficult to distinguish the dynamics of the situation

objects that are embedded in the system in order to

simulate real world situations from the dynamics of the

objects that represent the user’s activities when using the

system. Furthermore, the application of use-cases

facilitated no improved understanding of the use

situation or the application domain. Finally, the

production of the media that are used to create the

realistic experience and their integration into the soft-

ware system was not supported by the method and,

therefore, it was more or less neglected in the design

process.

The identified weaknesses of the object-oriented

modeling method was the focus of a second study of

another training and assessment system design process.

This design process was conducted by applying general

narrative knowledge. The main strength of this ap-

proach was its focus on the scenes and acts that

Design element Strengths and weaknesses 

1. Problem domain model 

 

No explicit support of design of the model. However, 

the model in this project was fairly simple. Low 

robustness of the system due to lack of control of 

changes in the technical system. 

2. Functionality No explicit support for the design of functional 

requirements. 

3. User interface No techniques or means provided which lead to 

arbitrary design of the user interface. However, the user 

interface was coherent and standardized. 

4. Media assets The shooting (and hence creation of assets) of scenes 

could be done in one go. Their documents provided a 

sufficient basis for producing the assets. 

5. Situation model The creation of scenes and acts made it possible for the 

designers to continuously evaluate the realism of the 

system in use. 

6. Overall story Good and solid support for the design and creation of 

the storytelling part of the system. 

Fig. 5. Results of the experimental evaluation of a process based on general narrative knowledge.
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prospective users of the system will experience. The use

of scripts and scene descriptions combined with state

transition diagrams for visualizing the interactive story

made it possible for the designers to ensure that the

interactive story was coherent, to continuously evaluate

the realism of the system in-use, and to shoot the video

footage in one session. The main weakness of this

approach was that the design process was more

dependent on individual skills of the designers, rather

than a methodologically founded design. The design of

the technical system is not documented, thus there was a

risk that the project could have failed, due to lack of

system design documentation. The low emphasis on the

software system to be developed implied that the

available technical platform had to be enhanced, and

the prototype suffered from a low degree of robustness.

A number of experimental properties limit the general

validity of the above results. First, the two systems in the

empirical studies share a number of similarities as

interactive narrative systems but they also have some

fundamental differences. Both systems involve the use of

video footage depicting real life situations in which the

user has to make decisions. However, the complexity of

the situations in the manager system is higher than in the

umpire system since no actions are predefined by the

nature of the situation. In the umpire system, the

designers applied the rules for match racing that

determined a correct call for each situation. This was

not the case for the manager system where the designers

had to identify situations and related relevant actions.

This makes the design and construction of the situations

for the manager system more complex. Second, the

approach taken in the manager system project was

inspired by general narrative knowledge but not

controlled by any method. The techniques and ideas

applied were highly influenced by structuralism theory.

However, since the design process was not supported or

controlled by any well-defined method as in the case

with the umpire system, it is difficult to separately

identify the influence of the participating designers and

to make absolute conclusions about their work and

results.

The research has revealed some potential avenues for

further work in this field. First, a combination of the two

approaches may seem to be an obvious way for further

improvement in the field of interactive narrative systems

design. Yet it is by no means trivial to suggest how this

combination should be made. Second, a more ambitious

approach would be to develop new concepts and

descriptions that on the one hand involve general

narrative knowledge and on the other hand relates

clearly to a sound technical implementation. This

problem has been solved in hypermedia applications

by introducing new types of classes, e.g. classes for

describing narrative structures [6]. Third, another study

could deal with implications concerning the usability

and final acceptance of the systems. The narrative

approach in the manager system project was favored

because the designers were able to verify and test the

realism in use early in the design process. In addition,

the narrative approach enabled designers to produce

assets for the system. However, how is this related to the

final acceptance of system and does it influence the

usability of the system?

Our study indicates that object-orientation can be use-

ful to some extent in the design of interactive narrative

systems. Object-orientation helps designers to organize

and describe properties related to the purpose of the

system, and description of problem and application

domains. However, object-orientation faces some weak-

nesses in dealing with the aspects of creating stories

including describing the story elements and the dis-

course.
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